Student Library Habits

By JOHN WEATHERFORD

In the past thirty years a number of statistical studies have appeared pointing to various characteristics of the library habits of college students.1 Generally speaking, each study has represented a different campus. For several reasons, few comparisons between universities are possible. For one thing, the units of measure have not been comparable: here one counts charges, there one counts unduplicated titles; some count graduates, some only freshmen; and so on.

The statistical studies have grown in sophistication since the 1930's. At first they seemed concerned with the mere gross quantity of a student's reading. Increasingly, the studies have tended to compare various kinds of books or of library service with various kinds of students. The most recent and advanced of these has been Patricia Knapp's study of Knox College in her College Teaching and the College Library, already cited. Investigations of this calibre are beyond the reach of ordinary library circulation records. These correlations are possible only if a student and his borrowing are linked together in the record. A call-slip charging system, such as that used at Knox, furnishes this link, for the student and his book are tied together on a single slip. Cut the paper in two, and there can be no correlations at all; leave it whole and there can be dozens.

Yet, as far as method is concerned, the work has only begun with the call slip. Usually we know from it only the student's name and address; some call slips ask him for his class, or whether he is an undergraduate. Any other traits needed for our statistical comparisons have to be looked up somewhere, such as in the registrar's office. People reading the Knox
tudents were then looked up to make comparisons with grades and with various aptitude, maturity, trait, and other scores in tests given by the university.

Ann M. Todd based her study on all non-reserve circulation records during October-December 1942, using a special call slip for that period, on which the student registered whether the transaction was for class work and other extra-curricular drains on their time; 54 per cent of the post cards were returned. Ann M. Todd, Undergraduate Reading at the University of Missouri, (M. A. Thesis, University of Chicago, 1948).

Patricia B. Knapp, College Teaching and the College Library (A.C.R.L. Monograph No. 23. Chicago: ALA, 1959) covers many aspects of that subject. The part that concerns us here is, of course, her analysis of student library use. This was based on all circulation records for the spring quarter of 1954 at Knox College. These consisted of a special call slip for that period, which the student could use in making comparisons with grades and other scores in tests given by the university.
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You are one of a sample group of Miami students chosen for a study of undergraduate use of the university libraries. Try to answer this questionnaire to the best of your memory. If you cannot remember at all, just say so.

YOUR NAME WILL NOT APPEAR ANYWHERE ON THIS QUESTIONNAIRE, SO YOU MAY ANSWER FRANKLY.

1. Circle sex: M F
2. Circle the class you were in last semester: F SO J SE
3. What grade point average did you earn last semester? __________
4. What was your major last semester? _____________________________
5. How many different books did you borrow from the university libraries last semester? _____________________________
6. How many of these were on reserve in the basement? _____________________________
7. How many of the books you borrowed were specifically required reading for one of your courses? _____________________________
8. How many were connected with your major? _____________________________
9. How many were for recreation only? _____________________________
10. How many came from each of the following departmental libraries?
   - architecture
   - biology
   - chemistry
   - geology
   - physics
   - IML
   - children's room in main library building
   other (specify): _____________________________
11. How many of the books you charged out did you read more than half through? _____________________________
12. How many of them did you not read at all? _____________________________

study must have been impressed with the amount of work it obviously required. Some of the other studies have involved similar expenditures of labor and time.

This expenditure would become a real financial problem in any attempt to conduct a uniform and detailed study of several universities. Even if there were no thought of a concerted study, the larger universities would find such an effort forbidding. Knox students numbered 738. What of a university with ten or thirty times that number? Another difficulty in applying these methods broadly is that they have required a particular kind of charging system. Libraries with different systems could not be surveyed in this way.

2 Undergraduates were chosen according to positions their names occupied on the pages of the student directory. The experimental sample (165 out of 5542 undergraduates) though large enough for some purposes was too small for others, leaving us with less information than might have been wrung from the questionnaire if the sample had been larger or deliberately weighted to make it still more representative.
Finally, there is a growing tendency to put books out on open shelves—open reserves, divisional reading rooms, undergraduate libraries, open stacks, and so on—so that a growing portion of student use of library books will not be reflected in the circulation slips.

It was to meet these problems that an experimental survey was conducted at Miami University in February 1959. It was hoped not only to observe some undergraduate student library habits, but also to develop a method that could be economically and uniformly applied to many universities. There were two departures from previous practice. One was to use a questionnaire instead of charging records. The other was to study a sample instead of the entire student body. Because the survey depended on memory, it was carried out immediately at the beginning of the second semester. Although the undergraduates were picked at random, the sample necessarily excluded those who had graduated, failed, or otherwise disappeared by the end of the semester.

From this questionnaire, obviously, many tabulations can be easily made, covering most of the areas of former studies and some new ones as well. Here, for example, are a few of the local results: (1) Half the students accounted for 86 per cent of the books borrowed; and a third accounted for three quarters of the books borrowed. (2) Generally, students read little or much depending on how much they had to read, not on how much independent reading they did. (3) Generally, independence in reading went unrewarded by grades. (4) About a quarter of the students read over half of every book they borrowed, and only 15 per cent borrowed any books they failed to read at all. These examples are given not so much for their intrinsic worth as to show some points questionnaires can bring out especially well. Other observations were made, and more could be derived from the data.

Despite the flaws which naturally attend a sampling of this kind, the survey showed that the questionnaire with the sample approach is an effective way to examine student library use in universities and colleges of all sizes and kinds. It should make it easier to go beyond bald circulation figures.

The study would be worse than useless if we let ourselves think that numbers can adequately express the subtle relations between students and their library. Still, these numbers will, if kept in proper perspective, prove valuable practical aids in shaping the public services and in weighing locally the merits of departmental and divisional libraries, reserve systems, and undergraduate libraries.

Help Wanted!

Know of any manuscript collections of Americans who have had dealings with Africa? A preliminary bibliography on Americans who have been involved in Africa south of the Sahara since 1870, or who have written about that area, is being prepared by Peter Duignan, curator, Africa Collection, The Hoover Institution on War, Revolution, and Peace, Stanford University, Stanford, Calif., and Dr. Robert Collins of Williams College.

Librarians, archivists, or anyone who may know of such manuscript collections, are invited to supply Mr. Duignan with the following information: a short bibliographical sketch of the author; his activities in Africa (when, where and why); and the location of the papers, their size and scope.